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ABSTRACT

It is proposed that all forma of interaction arise from elementary

interactions 'between Weyl-Majorana fields. Weak interactions due to the

high masses of the intermediate bosons are practically identical to the

elementary interactions. Strong and electromagnetic interactions arise

at larger distances, where dynamics determines both masses and symmetry.

In the frame of these ideas, Pati-Salam and Fritzscli-Minkowski type of

unified models are constructed starting from eight Weyl-Majorana fields.

Fractional charges for quarks, integer charges for leptons and regularization of

q.e.d, arise naturally from the model. Unobserved transitions

(II->B + y i p —»leptons) may IDG ascribed to properties of the elementary

fields (handedness) rather than to very high ff masses.
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* To he submitted for publication.

I . INTRODUCTION

If we suppose that weak interactions are the local limit of

effective LzFTanrianrs originating from very short distance interactions

and that all particles, when weakly interacting, behave as massleas tfeyl

fields rtvinff rise to parity violation , we are induced to adopt the

hypothesis that Weyl quanta are the building 'blocks of all forms of matter

and that all forms of interactions arise from the elementary ones between

tfeyl fields. It) the frame of this conception symmetries should ariae both

from the equivalence of the elementary objects and from the form of the

elementary dynamical laws which seem to be such as to induce a maximal

number of conserved quantities or maximal symmetry} the Kepler and hydrogen

motion being good examples of this dynamical generation of symmetry

(pravitational and Coulomb forces giving rise to 0(4) symmetrise).

In the frame of these ideas, following criteria of maximal

simplicity, we shall explore how far unified models can he constructed

starting- from elementary Weyl fields.

I I , THE PATI-SALAM, FRITZSCH-MIKKOWSKI TYPE MODELS ;

Let us suppose the existence of eight fundamental massless Weyl

f i e l d s , four of which are left-handed,

, L2(i) ,

and four right—handed,

(1)

(2 )

We shall label left-handed fields by Latin indices, L ,and right-handed

fields by Qreak indices, E a .

L and Ha are two-component »=yl fields,bases for the represent-

ations (-§-,0) and (0,-|) , respectively, of the Lorentz group and o'bey

the following equations*



(3)

with

and

• r

- ?• 7*

deriving from -the free Lagrangians

In order to describe interactions, we need to introduce covariant

densities. The simplest are:

+ fc< L. (5)

(6)

They are scalar (pseudoscalar) and vector (azial) (parity is not defined

for them).

Taking the trace of the vector densities one obtains the

U(4) « U ( 4 ) g symmetric forms

(7)

The free Legrsngian (4) ia then also invariant for tlie same U(4)^ ® U(4)g

unitary transformationg on the l a t i n and Greek indices.

Once we impose on the former symmetry to hold locally, ve can then
* ̂

ftenerate Tan.c-Mills gau^e field interaction equations

C •

L and H transform according to

and

A.''

= o ,

= o ,

ry z eJ.
(8)

where we hava supposed,as customary, that the gauge f ie ld interaction i s

only SU(4)^ <» SU{4)S invar iant .

These equations imply the introduction of an SU(4) ®
symmetric interaction Lagrangian:

(10)

dfj gives r i se to the 3U{4r © s u ( 4 ) g symmetric equations (3 ' ) ,but
clear ly no communication between I and E , and thus no generation
(dynamical or not) of mass,is allowed. In order to generate naas we need
interactions containing the densi t ies s given in (5), With these
we cannot build up a U ( 4 ) ^ 0 U(4) scalar just by taking the trace

as we did in (7). In fac t , the simplest interaction Lagrangian contain-
ing the s would be:

act

V Here we have adopted the Tang-Mills formalism, since i t i s the most

appropriate to bring us promptly to the formulation of our model. How-
ever, as we shall discuss l a t e r , we do not think that Tang-Mills formalism
is the most coherent with our idea that a l l fundamental interactions are
penerated by elementary ones among VTeyl f i e lds . ' In fact , in the frame
of th is idea, gauge fields should also arise from Weyl field interactions
and then gauge Lagrangians would resul t as effective Lagrangians instead
of fundamental, as was shown in ea r l i e r papers, '
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where we have assumed (p(i) a Lorentz scalar (pseudosealar) field invariant

' ^ ^ But, clearly, (11)
(p

for the internal symmetry group U(4)'-^ © U(4r s^

ie not U(4
y

g^
with respect to permutation of the I and R

a
of the symmetric group.

invariant; it possesses, at most,the symmetry

among themselves, i.e.

In order to recover the SU(4)^' $ SU(4) symmetry of the
- yiLagrangians oln and
^ 0definition of the fieldB TJT t

also for
t gp

us adopt the formal

Defining
0 1

i o
, (11) becomes

(12)

c =
Despite the formal appearance, (11') is not SU(4) U' ® SU(4)(e> invariant,

Q

aince the transformation properties of Vg- are n o t y9* defined. The

free Lagrangian (4) can now be put in the form:

op"
Us

(4')

provided we define
-W o

ofceys the following equation!

consequent ly ty , because of ( 3 ) ,

(13)

Let us now introduce a new interaction Lagrangian generalization

of (11•

-5-

and let us suppose

Ti^ (15)

we then have

u
If we suppose

<°l Z 4 i - t * / o> = <f

we obtain, in the lowest—order approiimationt

where 9̂ «.<

i.e.] =

(16)

(17)

+ f.- ) . (17-)

From (1̂ 3 we then have that the "technical" possibility of generating masses
arises. In fact, if we add the Lagrangians (41 ) and (17 ) we have that
the new Lagrangian will define equations of motion different froB (13) and
the fields defined by them will be different fro» defined by (12)

and obeying E<i.{l3). In this new Lagrangian,w« shall indicate the field

simply by IP } we have then:

and the equations of motion will be

(13')

*) The pseudosealar part of m may be eliminated through a phase
transformation on the Eirac spinors.4)
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We see that these equations define the fields \P as 16 massive

Dirae fields. We shall make the assumption that to each massive Dirao

field

field

in the limit of zero mass, corresponds one and only one

•be
We shall also suppose that Tj/ couldjthe "basia for unitary reprasentationa

acting on Latin, Greek or both indices.

The dynamical hypothesis implicit in these assumptions is that

in the limit of zero mass, of the 16 Dirao fields "^ every one of the

4 with the same Latin index has the same left-handed underlying Ifeyl field

and, vioeveraa, every one of the 4 with the same Greek index has the same

right-handed underlying Weyl field. In fact, since in our representation

of the J matrioes:

1 O

o - i

we have

/Ucu

(18)

where L^ and E a obey Eqs.(3).

The Birao spinora y^ may now he considered as independent

apinora and may be identified in the following tablei

u

(19)

-7-

which can be the basis for Pati-Salara, Fritzsch-Minkowski type models ,2'

In fact, ve could now gauge directly the Lagrangian of Bq,(13')t

obtaining an SU(16) symmetric model with 255 gauge fields, but we prefer

to think that the interactions we know derive dynamioally from the simpler

ones.

In (16) we have supposed the index a labels the rows and a

the columns. But then Latin "a" are flavour indioeB and Greek "a"

are colour (and lepton) indices.^ Our dynamical hypothesis invoked to

obtain SU(4) 9 STJ{4) symmetry (which from now on will be indicated

by SU(4) ' 9 3U(4) ') for the Lagrangian (11) consists then in supposing

that in the limit of zero mass all particles with given flavour index

have the same Weyl field 33 their left-handed projection,and that all

particles with the same colour index have the same Weyl field as their

right-banded projection. The faot that Btrong interactions conserve

parity while weak do not should be due, then,simply to the faot that while

weak interactions happen at very short distances (as is manifested by the

high mass of the tf mesons) and are thus due to the elementary interactions

between the left-handed massless Weyl fields {left-handed parts of the

Dirac spinors), strong interactions happen at. large distances

among massive Birac spinors and are only the result of elementary

interactions + dynamics; and i t is the lat ter which has the merit, in foroa

of the principle of maximal symmetry, of building up parity conservation.

v Here one should point out that in our model the transitions among

colour indices go through the elementary Weyl fields, and therefore these

are not yet the "standard" colour transitions. In our formulation these

transitions derive from the elementary ones only after the mass generation

mechanism has taken place.
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III. WEAK AND ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS

In o rde r t o show how t h i s may happen, 1 s t us go loack t o t he

elementary interact ion Lagrangian (10) and l e t us put i t (the spinor p-.rt)
in the SU(4) ® 3U(4)C symmetric forms

(20)

with \. the 3tandard 4 x 4 representation of 3TJ{4).
J

Clearly, the first term on the right-hand side of (20) could

explain all weak interactions of the fields (16). That is,of all matter,

if we break the STJ(4)fl symmetry as in the models mentioned, giving

masses to all I!"?, bosons,and vary high masses to some of them

so as to avoid unobserved weak decays (e.g. u —» a + v) and to reduce

the symmetry to STJ(2l ®U(l ) , 2 '

Prom the diagonal part of (17) we could also obtain the e.ra,

field. For this there are two possibili t ies. The first is to take

the diagonal part of (17):

VTe shall than suppose that i t is not only possible to rotate the thres
gauge fields F^ and

but also to mix the F

Cy and the corresponding currents among themselves

j with the C?, .

Let us suppose that a certain orthogonal transformation among

gives a certain operator,which we shall call "flavour

(colour) charge"

(22)

with a. and 3. the coefficients of the orthogonal transformation.

After performing the corresponding transformations on the FjJ and M

fieldB:

- 9 -

we shall obtain

(23)

where we have explicitly indicated the summed indices.

now that

Let us recall

<f = Tr «f = 0 ,

and we can then write

It is clear now that performing the transformation

TT 2 +• A

we obtains

(24)

(25)

Let us suppose that

(24')

( 2 6 )

we have than

-10-



£ =. z K^cL) (pvr

let us now consider the gum in the square "brackets.

that due to (12) it can be written:

(27)

It is clear

T

and we have

a,*-
(29)

It is thus clear that the first term may represent the electromagnetic

interaction term and A u the a.m. field.

The e,ra. charge matrix Qe<m* is then represented byi

a a (30)

More generally, we could also define the e.m. charge matrix as an appro-
•p

priata linear combination of Q and Q

Q 9 ' * » c . Q + c Q ° . (31)

The only change in the previous computation would consist in substituting
equations

in (23) and following^ gf and g^ with gf/c-L and gjc
2 ' r a 9 P a o t i v e l y i

and in (26) the rotation angle a would be defined bys

V = (32)

and

-11-

If i t '[.apv-anu that tpr a =• 1 , then (29) will "become

it - a tffQe"*"TAr + f .t.

which itself implies rsgularization of t^ Green functions in the per-

turbation expansion in powers of e (infra-red driven self-masses),

As an example let us take

^ o

-i^yb

o 1

O

o

shall then have from (22) and (31):

-% -% - % " I

-Vi - Vs - 1

(33)

. (34)

It is seen that the charge is quantized.

Since for the quarks u, d, s the contributions from and

A?c compensate exactly, for them one can write the famous Gell-Mann-

Nishijima formula:

= £ ( X3 + ^ (35)

which g ives f r a c t i o n a l charges , 1 ? The 9,m, f i e l d w i l l be given "by l i n e a r

combinat ions of P and C f i e l d s as p r e s c r i b e d by (22 ' ) and (25 ) ,

A. = f^

with

= C s ^ +•

(36)

One could also obtain integer charges (see Appendix),

-12-



it itlll remain maesless since electric charge is universally conserved.

Z^ will be very massive and give rise to neutral currents. We are

left in £[,. with two more possible vector fields orthogonal to Ay

and two more neutral possibly axial orthogonal to Z
y •

It is seen

that these fields bear neither colour nor flavour quantum number. The

vector fields will have the same space-time quantum number as the photon

and, being colourless, in confined models, they will be able to escape

from the interaction regionj but after symmetry breaking they might become

massive (like the p mason). The neutral gauge mesons orthogonal to

Zy will be very massive sinoe they will acquire mass with the game

mechanism as the charged, W aeaona and will give rise to two more neutral

weak currents.

Let us now examine a second mechanism by which one could generate

q.9,d. from our Weyl based model. Let us go back to Eq.{28) and express

it in the form:

(26 ' }

and also

Our dynamical hypothesis implied by (12) signifies here that by summing

the elements of two quadruplets j^ and j£* of SU(4) and SU(4)C,

respectively, we obtain a multiplet y with 16 components. This
aoi

sounds awkward from the algebraic point of view,but it is legitimate

once we aooept that the 16 Dirao fields obeying Eq.(13') are new in-

dependent objects as we did in Sea.II.
Let us now suppose for a moment (we shall justify it later) that

the same may happen with the gauge fields and

- A;* (37)

^0.0.

>

\ _

-13-

It is clear that, instead of 3 independent 32, we would have

9Au and 92^ (if we suppose 3U(4)). In this case one would obtain

from the diagonal part of (10) (for gf = gc) by substituting (37) (after

mass generation):

?*• - ±

An appropriate linaar combination

(38)

a fitof the 9 fields Ay oan now be

ir.tsrpreted as the e«sa. field and the corresponding linear combination

Z^ will give the axial neutral current, giving rise to regularization

ia q.i.d, We shall then be left with 8 more possible vector mesons and

8 further neutral currents. He have then that in the hypothesis adopted

we would have the possibility of more vector mesons and neutral currents.

Furthermore, ragularization would easily arisa from the model.

But is the hypothesis admissible? In fact it is. Let us

suppose that the guage fields F, and
31 r

expressions of the form '

may be represented by

(39)

where £ and r are appropriate two—component tfeyl fielda and G(i — x')

is a scalar in unitary space, which implies that the gauge fields them-

selves, or at least their quantum numbers, »ay be expressed in terms of

Heyl currents (possibly non-local). We have then that extending the

hypothesis (12) to the Weyl fields H and r we would havoj

y"
Ay a

(40)

with the corresponding

haves

C -

a Dirac field, and consequently we would

(41)

-14-



which impliee (37).

If we generalize (39) to

h

(42)

and substitute i t in (10), we see that tha fundamental interaction

Lagrangian is of the Heisenberg current—current type. In this case then

also the gauge fields are generated by the two—component (feyl fislds and

the picture is further simplified.*)

A further advantage of this hypothesis is that both fields F^

and Ĉ  appearing in (39) and (41) could interact with the currents

appearing in (10) and we do not need any hypothesis ad hoc for the mixing

of the fields Fu and CM , The idea that gauge fields may be composed

of spinor fields was already proposed by the authors ' and it was shown

in fact that if G(x - x') in (40) satisfy certain conditions (Coulomb

dependence for (x - x1) —>O),tbe gauge properties of the fields are a

consequence of the phase transformations of the spinor fields.

Recent trends (see Eef.6) seem not to diverge from the conception

of the gauge fields as composed of spinor fields. If we generalize

the preceding formalism and hypothesis to the non-diagonal terms in the

interaction Lagrangian (10)i..sre_wguld have that

+ LfJ ) = A h '
(43)= z

If F*b and C*ft are given by (39 ' ) , the A*atl/9 and Zp"f are a l l

independent objects and we could postulate that they transform with the

same rules as >!/• 3LT would then become, in the local limit,

f.
(44)

*J Obviously one is confronted with the problem of tha renorraalizability

of the divergences of the model, which could be mitigated by the function

G(i - x ' ) -

- 1 5 -

and ^fj would possibly be SU(l6) ® 3tl(l6) invariant. Eq.(44) could then

be the starting point for one of the models mentioned.

Tha conclusion of this section is then that, starting from 8

fundamental Weyl fields, 3U(16) symmetric models,including weak, a.m.

and strong interactions, can be constructed dynamically and one obtains

also a significant explanation for tha integer laptonic and fractional

quark charges; hut one is brought to think that the fundamental inter-

actions are rather of the weak current-current type and that gauge inter-

actions are only derived ones (effective Lagrangiana), of the Nambu-Jona-

Lasinio ^ " '

Tt is known that the local version of these models generally

implies the existence of a large number of frauge mesons and some of then

rcust ba assigned very large masses in order to dump the unwanted tran-

sitions (Taaryon-lepton, p —*• 9 y , etc.) they imply. Such procedure is

equivalent to postulating knowledge of dynamical behaviours at a distance

much smaller than those we saay be able to explore in the foreseeable

future. Before adopting this drastic hypothesis, one may try to see if

the unobserved transitions may be due to some more fundamental reasons

rather than to very high masses of hypothetical intermediate mesons.

This brings us to exploring,from our standpoint, other possibilities.

IV. MODELS WITHOUT- VERY MASSIJTE MESONS

Let us go back to the table of Dirac spinors (11) anil supposa

that the Konopinski ' hypothesis for leptona is true, i . e . u and a

have the same fermion number. Then, in order to obtain the observed weak

lepton currents,

(45)

we nuot adopt the hypothesis that flavour acts between left-handed ffeyl

fields for e and v8 and right-handed Weyl fields for u and •y'1

Sines we supposed that the Wayl fields bearing flavour are the same for

all Dirac bi-spinors appearing in (10), we must assume that as far aa

th? Weyl fields are oonoerned (at the limit of zero mass of the Dir»o

particles) the same happens also with tha Eirac hi—spinors and with

respect to u and d , We suppose then that, for the action of flavour

and colour, the ntultiplet (10) splits in the following wayi

-16-



+•

X. R

(46)

flavour ,

Colour acts along the Unas of the first matrix while flavour along the

columns of the second. (Here one must obviously suppose that the

coloured Weyl fields of u and d are not the same as those of s and

c .) It is immediately seen that, because of the chiral projectors, the SU(M

flavour group splits into SU(2) <g SU(2) , the corresponding doublets

being

U,

(47)

and we shall then correctly obtain the wealc currents.

I t should be noted that (46) implies a distinction between

fermion- and charge-conjugation. In fact y. oan be considered as a

charge-conjugate of e (apart from the mass) but as having the aama

fermion number. Likewise for s and c . Equivalently, we could

have kept the previous formulation with the multiplet (11) written in the

form-

colour

ferraions

ru-
ant i fermi ons1

w.~

< < <

\
fermions

antifermionsJ

L L

L1 a*dU

flavour

(46')

and forbidden the flavour transitions from the first two rows to the

second two of the second Eatrii because of fermion quantum nuinbsr con-

servations, or,better,a new quantum number for the tfeyl fields. For

-17-

thi:;, tl.-n, the ohaiv.u i^-jatirm (34) will still apply but the flavour

will decompose into SU(2) © 31-'(?) based on the multipleta

and sntimultiplets n where the fermion

quantum number refers to the fu l l Birac spinor to which the Weyl fields belong.

(For the Weyl f ields then we need a. new internal quantum number. }

One would now obtain the same model as before for weate and e.m,

interact ions with the same charge matrix given by (34) and (35)- Except

that now the baryons would contain ei ther s and c with charges given

by (35) and left-handed weak currents or ant i -s and anti-c with r igh t -

handed weak currents . I f -we taJce for d and a the Cabibbo rotated

dQ and ac , any model of weak and e.m, unif icat ion wil l give us neutral

current terms where &„ and s_ will appear in the form (since e , u.

behave equivalently, in our scheme, also must d and s ) t

(48)

for any a and b . That i s , the absence of AS •• 1 neutral current

appears here as a consequence of the extension of tha Konapinski model to

quarks and, in hadron physios, corresponds to the absence of I* —* e + Y

transitions in lepton physios.

tfe are s t i l l left with the problem of colour-induced transitions

between hadrons and leptona. Here again we shall suppose that ohiral

projectors forbid these transitions by adopting the hypothesis that for

IA. V

<

\ n̂ * V

d?
L

(49)

-18-



It is asen that colour no lon,-er uonnaota leptons and quarks. Now tho

colour group has reduced to SU(i) ® U(l) and tha flavour proup is a t i l l

SU(2) © SU(2) (after mixing as in the Pati-Salam, Fritasch-Minkowski

models).

Here again, instead of ascribing opposite handedness to the quark-

and-lepton tfeyl fields in the colour transitions, we could simply assign

to them an opposite internal quantum number. We would then have the

same table as (46')r except that now the -U, , eDl Ur, , \)i Weyl fields

would have an internal quantum number opposite to the corresponding u, d,

s, c tfeyl fields. We would then require that both L and Ha Weyl
• B " •

fields be ascribed a new quantum number, to whicb we symbolically assign

the value ±1 (i.e. L* j R*) and which is conserved in the elementary

interactions. With this assignment (46') would becomej

'K K
L L

(50)

We would then need four fundamental ¥eyl fields (for each a and ct )

L+ , L~ , Hi, , Rt ) that i s , an eight-component spinor. It is interest-

ing to note that an eight-component apinor is precisely the minimal basis

for apinor: representations of the oonformal group E(4,2) ' and,

should our space-time be a conforoial space, i t is to be expected that

in the tangent Minkowski space'the basic spinor would spl i t , for masslsss

fields, into four Weyl fields. In this case the possibility of connect-

ing the necessary internal quantum numtexs with space-time would be

significant.

For the multiplets (49) we would then have that, due to the elementary

interactions,.the originally SU(4) (8 SU(4)C interaction Lagrangian (10)

would split into SU(3)^<S U(l) ©SU(2)£® SU(2)£ , and th is , after mixing,

would reduce to SU(3)° © TJ(1) » STl(2)L ®U(l) . Physically, this would

then also represent the interactions at very short distances (weak

interactions and strong interactions at very high energy). At large

distances when the Weyl fields get dynamically dressed and combine in the

\t> f'nn<],imon I. a.l Dirfic Cialda of (iy), t!iu interactions would also ^oe re-

pre:;cnteii t:y effective l,arTanf:ian3 which would appear of the type

§3 ^

(51)

Here the first term would represent (parity-conserving) strong interactions,

the second would represent weak (parity—violating, due to the large mass

of the F'

current s.

mesons), the last two would represent e.m. and neutral

It should be noted that the original Lagrangian possesses right-

left symmetry. The faot that i t has disappeared in (51) is simply due

to the f*ot that F* Basses are much higher than Cy* masses and, as

a consequence,elementary interactions show up in these weak interactions.

Why this happens is a mystery, but this mystery is of the same order of and

strict ly connected with the matter-antimatter asymmetry we have in this

part of the Universe, (In an antimatter world, (51) would contain

(i - r 5 ) •)
Obviously, this picture could correctly represent experimental

evidence as we know i t so farj more difficult seems the derivation of

the Lagrangian (51) from the elementary interaction Lagrangian(10) (or

better, from the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio current-current type) through a

dynemicel mechanism.

and the explanation of why

In particular, the dynamical derivation of masses

with C ' masses,seems a very difficult task.

masses are very large in comparison



V. CONCLUSION

He have seen that i t aeems conceivable to deduce unified models
starting from four + four elementary Weyl fields and that one would think
of picking up the right-handed current needed in parity-conserving inter-
actions (strong and a.m.) from elementary right—handed colour interactions.
In this pioture parity conservation is closely connected with the
generation of mass, which induces the elementary Weyl spinors to combine
in Dirac bi-spinors. If we admit that mass generation is a dynamical
effect for which a relatively large portion of space-time is needed, then
parity-conserving interactions are characteristic of relatively large
distance interactions,while for short distance interactions parity non-
conservation would prevail. We have seen that, for a coherent deduction
of our models« elementary interactions of the Heisenberg-Nambu—Jona-
Lasinio ' ' ' type are more appropriate than Yang-Mills type, and that

in this case Tang-Mills Lagrangians should fee interpreted as effective
71Lagrangians. '

In order to obtain experimental predictions, one should try to
solve first the dynamical equations giving rise to the masses of fermion
and boson fieldai certainly a very difficult task. One general pre-
diction of the model is that at very high energy (<j r* 1C) both weak
and strong interactions should violate parity and strong interactions
would give rise to parity violations originated by right-handed
currents, Furthermore, if what seems to be a conceptually attractive
feature of the model, the regular! a at ion of a_.e.d. from neutral currents,
is true, this would imply parity conservation in atomic physics.
Should "this feature be true, the neutral meaon mass {or masses) would
give a radiua outside which a.m. and strong interactions prevail and inside
which weak and elementary interactions prevail.

-21-

iPPEITDIX

If we again take the transformation (33) for the flavour fields

Fy and an identical one (with angle j3 instead of ? ) for the colour

fields C?. , i . e .r

„«!

A pi

A
•IS

(A.l)

and we choose in (31)

we obtain

<̂  \A rJ A

7? (A.2)

O l l O

-10 0 - 1

-1 O O - 1

O l i o

i.e. the integer charge scheme of Pati~Salam,

(A.3)
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